When snow turns into ice, bubbles of air are trapped. Ice cores
into the depths of Antarctica can sample 800,000 years of air, and
thus determine how much CO2 and methane there was in the air.
Because air mixes in only a few years, these are worldwide
averages. (The temperature is that of the air in Antarctica when
the snow fell; global mean temperature has different peaks.)
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12
Methane Is the Double Threat

The [permafrost methane problem] does not have only a scientific
character: it has passed to the plane of world politics. If mankind
does not want to face serious social and economic losses from
global warming, it is necessary to take urgent measures.
Obviously we have less and less time to act.
—botanist Sergei Kirpotin, 2005

“It’s all just some natural cycle.” It might have been true,
but it isn’t. Contrary to what you might have heard, the
present trends in heat‐trapping gases are not just part of
some natural cycle. They are evidence of our fossil‐fuel
fiasco.
There are now ice‐core records from Antarctica going
back 800,000 years for the major heat‐trapping gases,
allowing us to see their range of natural variation. For the
last four ice ages, temperature has closely tracked methane
(CH4 is “natural gas”) and CO2 levels in the air.
To put the trends since 1850 in perspective, the scale is
expanded at right. The two major heat‐trapping gases
have now gone far off scale. Temperature is beginning to
William H. Calvin, GLOBAL FEVER (University of Chicago Press, 2008)
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follow (it would be much higher except for bright
pollution from sulfur and ash masking a third of the
expected rise in temperature).
Natural gas is mostly methane. It plays two roles in
global fever. In its role as a fossil fuel that is burned, it
produces the usual CO2 as a by‐product. But if the
methane is not burned and leaks into the atmosphere,
methane is 23 to 70 times more potent as a heat‐trapping
gas than CO2.
There is naturally some methane in the air—indeed,
methane vented from below the Temple of Apollo is
probably the source of the trance and delirium of the
Oracle at Delphi—but (see page 150) its concentration has
risen about 130 percent over preindustrial levels,
compared to 37 percent for CO2. This is about a hundred
times faster than anything observed in natural processes so
far.
The alarm about methane came more recently than for
CO2, with Jim Hansen and Sherry Rowland warning of its
increase in the early 1980s. Some climate scientists now
worry that methane could become an even bigger actor on
the global fever stage than CO2 presently is.
{The] Mississippi was the only river in the world that had ‘mud
lumps.’ [They] could rise suddenly enough to lift a ship as it
passed. [They were] masses of tough clay, varying in size from
mere protuberances looking like logs sticking out of the water to
islands several acres in extent, [sometimes] three to ten feet [high].
Salt springs are found upon them, which emit inflammable gas.
—historian John M. Barry, 1997
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Once upon
n a time, methane
m
(CH
H4) mostly came from
rotting veg
getation in sw
wamps (“swaamp gas”) an
nd that bur‐
ied under river
r
deltas. Now we hav
ve anthropogenic meth‐
ane as welll: not just alll that extra soil
s carried by
b the rivers
from poor agricultural practices but methane frrom garbage
dumps, ricce paddies, cows
c
that beelch, pipelinees that leak,
and gas furrnaces that emit
e
some un
nburned methane every
time they cycle on an
nd off. (So do kitchen ranges and
furnaces. That
T
characteeristic smell on startup is
i unburned
natural gass.)
Over haalf of the gas given off by
y landfills is methane.
m
At
modern lan
ndfills, it ma
ay be capturred and used
d for power
generation. Thanks to the
t EU’s Lan
ndfill Directiv
ve, much of
the biodeg
gradable waste stream
m that used
d to go to
European landfills iss being reedirected to
o anaerobic
digestion plants
p
that deal
d
with meethane moree efficiently.
But in mosst of the wo
orld, landfillls are releasing a lot of
methane.
And theen there is ancient
a
meth
hane. As witth CO2, you
can alwayss distinguish
h ancient from
m modern methane
m
by a
version of radiocarbon
n dating. Meethane occurs in assoc‐
iation with
h coal and oiil. It is
what causees anoxia an
nd ex‐
plosions in
n coal mines. That’s
why canarries were wa
atched
to make sure they hadn’t
h
fallen off their perch. Mine
v
methane iss generally vented
to the atmo
osphere. Theere are
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still oil fields in the world which vent methane. More
commonly, it is captured or burned off atop tall towers.
For the U.S. in 1996, about 1.4 percent of natural gas
production was leaked, two‐thirds of that from the pipes
and compressors. No one knows how much the customers
leak after the meter and the study excluded what is
released during oil drilling and the like.
Most natural gas from the wellhead has substantial
amounts of CO2 mixed in. This has to be separated from
the methane before use—and, of course, it is typically
vented to the atmosphere. Norway and Algeria have pilot
projects that pipe this CO2 back underground.
Liquid natural gas (LNG) is now a booming business,
being transported in a new generation of tankers to a new
set of offshore ports that feed pipelines. LNG keeps itself
cold by evaporation, adding methane to the atmosphere.
Though the tankers may fuel themselves by capturing
some of that methane, there are substantial losses of
methane at every stage of the operation, especially in the
land‐based separation, compression, cooling, and (on the
other end) rewarming processes.
In short, a quarter‐century since the methane warnings,
the industry is still building capacity as if unburned
methane were not a potent greenhouse gas.
Then there’s nature. The release of ancient methane from
the ocean floor off California between Santa Barbara and
the offshore islands is associated with periods of rapid rise
in sea level. At a guess, the additional pressure of over‐
lying ocean might be squeezing out the hydrocarbons. If
so, our greenhouse warming and sea‐level rise could un‐
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leash fresh
h plumes of seabed
s
meth
hane, making
g the planet
warmer an
nd speeding the
t acidificattion of the occeans.
At the higher
h
northeern latitudess in Canada and Siberia,
there is a lo
ot of frozen ground
g
beneeath the surfaace. Some of
it, especiallly in westerrn Siberia, is from old laake bottoms
littered with
w
decayin
ng vegetatio
on. When the
t
ground
thaws, it reeleases a lot of methanee and CO2. This
T
escapes
into the airr and adds to
t the insulatting blanket around the
Earth.

Thaw lakees expand like potholes in thee Siberian perm
mafrost.
(Photograaph by methane researcher Kaatey Walter in 2003.)
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This, of co
ourse, produ
uces a viciou
us cycle. Glo
obal fever
((twice as high
h in the Arcttic) thaws mo
ore permafro
ost, which
rreleases moree methane an
nd adds to th
he greenhousse effect.
Though methane
m
is th
he least offensive of the fo
ossil fuels,
in
n terms of ellectricity gen
nerated per unit
u CO2 releeased, it is
tthe most dan
ngerous of th
he three fossiil fuels when
n unburn‐
eed. Coal add
ds twice as much
m
CO2 to
o the atmosp
phere per
m
megawatt, bu
ut at least it doesn’t
d
evap
porate.
In a ration
nal world, we’d
w
burn methane
m
only
y near its
w
wells, sinkin
ng its CO2, and exportiing the electtricity via
eefficient DC
C transmissiion lines th
hat can reeach long
d
distances. Ev
ven better, reetired naturaal gas pipeliines could
b
be re‐used ass conduits forr supercondu
ucting poweer lines.
For the long‐term, there’s ano
other conceern about
m
methane. Theere’s a lot of it held in an
n ice‐like form
m called a
hydrate,
methane
often burieed under
the ocean floor or
slope. It sometimes
s
comes unstuck and
pops up to
o the sur‐
face. Sailorss will fish
out a piiece and
amuse them
mselves by
setting it afiire.
It is tho
ought that
huge amo
ounts of
methane weere releas‐
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ed about 55 million years ago, perhaps by earthquakes
causing an avalanche on an underwater slope.
But there are signs of progress. While the methane
concentration in the air was growing at the rate of 100 ppb
per decade, something slowed the rate of addition so that,
in 2000 to 2006, it matched the rate of decay (losing
methane for making CH3 methyl groups). Before a
problem gets better, it has to stop getting worse—and
perhaps the methane contribution to global fever is about
to head down.

The prior high for methane, about 320,000 years
ago, was half of the 1978 value.

The only good thing you can say about our methane
problem is that methane doesn’t hang around in the air for
as long as CO2. We will lose about half of this year’s
methane additions in the next 6 years, which makes it
much faster than the CO2 decay rate (we lose half within
William H. Calvin, GLOBAL FEVER (University of Chicago Press, 2008)
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200 years but that’s the easy half; most of the remaining
half will still be around a thousand years from now unless
we start removing it from the atmosphere). Unlike
methane, we’re going to have to remove CO2 rather than
wait it out.
No one really knows why the methane release has
slowed, though there have been many steps taken that are
candidates. If it really is a turnaround and methane is on
the way back down, it might be the second greenhouse‐
gas success story after ozone (back at page 27).

Since CO2 is not the only problem, what number should
we really pay attention to? What best expresses the
damage done? The climate modelers use a technical term
called “forcing” but I find that this pie chart does a good
William H. Calvin, GLOBAL FEVER (University of Chicago Press, 2008)
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job. It shows that two‐thirds of the insulation problem
comes from fossil fuel uses. What’s interesting is the
remaining third.
There are a series of equivalents to adding CO2, such as
taking away CO2 sinks. The biggest one is the loss of sinks
by land clearing. This piece of the pie (mostly thanks to
Indonesia, with Brazil far behind in second place) is even
bigger than oil’s use for transportation. Agriculture
contributes another 14 percent by tilling the soil (speeds
decomposition), fertilizing (nitrous oxide), burping cattle,
and all that waste. About 3 percent of the pie comes from
garbage dumps and the like.
The global climate models of the past have not taken much
account of the positive feedbacks that exaggerate tempera‐
ture rise from fossil fuel CO2 uses. A 2006 analysis reports
that
Increased photosynthesis at higher CO2 levels and temperatures
implies a negative feedback, but positive feedbacks seem likely to
override this effect. For instance, higher temperatures may lead to
increased release of CO2 , methane and N2O from terrestrial
ecosystems…

For example, the soil decomposes faster when warmer,
one reason why tropical soils are so poor, compared to
those that stay frozen in winter. Decomposition releases
CO2 and methane into the air.
Such feedback increases the warming already “in the
pipeline” up to 1.5°C. And it amplifies the effect of dou‐
bled CO2 from an additional 1.5°C to as much as 4.5°C.
William H. Calvin, GLOBAL FEVER (University of Chicago Press, 2008)
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That’s why runaway warming can occur at some point.
That’s when we lose existing sinks for carbon dioxide via
drought, fire, ocean acidification, narrowing the leaf pores,
and baking the soil. Losing sinks works just like adding
CO2, pushing up the fever to kill off even more sinks. The
temperature spike just keeps building up, totally
disrupting much of life on Earth. While no one is
predicting a result like Venus, the Earth’s outgassing
would be a profound extinction event.
The CO2 runaway scenario is perhaps the biggest
danger that we are currently flirting with.

The largest anthropogenic (human‐caused) actor is CO2. The net
forcing (the difference between inflows and outflows) was thir‐
teen times greater for human‐linked effects than that from the
sun’s brightening. So while the sun is a player, the score now
stands at:
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As you come through the door of a supermarket, a unit above
your head blasts you with hot air in the winter and cold air in
summer (sometimes, when the manager has not been paying
attention, it is the other way around). You must stand blinking for
a moment as your eyes adjust to the [bright] lights.
Then you walk past banks of fridges and freezers which have
no doors. This would be impossible to believe, if it were not by
now one of the most ordinary facts of life. But, though you walk
through valleys of ice, you remain warm.
All day long, the freezers and the heaters must fight each other.
They must do so in a building which is huge, generally
uninsulated and often widely glazed: that is capable, in other
words, of trapping neither heat nor cold.
—George Monbiot, 2006
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